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Letter from the Research Director
2016 marked our 32nd consecutive year in the Bahamas
doing fieldwork. Time on the ocean continues to be critical
time for us to be able to observe and track the dolphins in
the Bahamas. It’s become even more critical the last few
years as major shifts in the distribution of our resident
community of spotted dolphins became evident. We still
work in the field from May through early September during
hurricane season. Our trusty boat crew and graduate
students lead the way during these trips. Our internship
program has been a great success as there is never a lack of
interest in training and exposure in marine biology. For the
last six years we have been working hard with our colleagues
in Atlanta at the Georgia Institute of Technology to develop
new computer hardware and software to help in our
communication studies.
And we continue to monitor
dolphins oﬀ the SE Florida coast during our fall and winter
months when weather allows.

As we look to this new generation of field
workers we also note that our fourth
generation of dolphins have finally
arrived, heralding in another decade or
so of “In the World, On Their Terms” with
the Wild Dolphin Project.
Dr. Denise L. Herzing, PhD
Research Director / Founder

As I reduce my field time and increase my lab time, new
graduate students and staﬀ take up the torch for fieldwork
with their newfound skills and expertise.
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Mission & Vision
Mission
The Wild Dolphin Project, founded in 1985, is a scientific research organization that studies and
reports on a specific pod of free-ranging Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis) that live oﬀ the
coast of the Bahamas in the Atlantic Ocean. Objectives of this long-term, non-invasive field research
are to gather information on the natural history of these dolphins, including behaviors, social
structure, communication, and habitat; and to report what we have learned to the scientific
community and the general public.
WDP seeks to contribute
informed knowledge to create
awareness and preserve the
To observe, document and
natural environment through
report the natural, underwater appreciation of all the
social lives of wild
biodiversity on our planet;
dolphins by creating a model of ultimately promoting an
work that gives
educated and informed
appropriateness to the non
constituency who can vote and
invasive method of research,
voice their concerns about
along with the quality of
policy and action-based
documented data.
decisions regarding our native
world.

Vision
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Strategies & Principles
§

Non-invasive research builds a trust between the research team and dolphin pod, which allows
data to be obtained in the most natural setting

§

Underwater observation provides an intimate approach to study behavior, genetics, associations,
cognition, and geography; along with a reliable photo-identification tracking system

§

Preserving the natural environment gives longterm viability to all life-forms

§

Education provides a tool in which all can
make informed decisions and
appropriate actions

§

“In Their World, On Their Terms”
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Letter from the President
What a fantastic privilege it is to celebrate, yet another year, of scientific research from the Wild Dolphin Project! For the Project, it’s not
the case of the older we get the better we were. More like the older we get the better we are. Time and data make for good science.
Each new field season brings with it both opportunities and challenges and 2016 was no diﬀerent. The CHAT technology, through its real
time sound recognition system, moved the two way work forward, while weather and mechanical issues curbed the pace. After decades of
research change has been the only constant, and weather (climate change) has proven to be the biggest change factor. It is something
that transcends species of both marine and land habitats and the best way of understanding these changes requires long term studies.
Ground zero is a term used to describe the point on the earth’s surface that is closest to a detonation of a large explosion. We all
remember that term being used 15 years ago for the 9/11 attacks in New York City. Today the scientific world is using the same “ground
zero” term to describe climate change. Is it Barrow, Alaska, the Philippines or the Maldives? Perhaps we should concede that ground zero
for climate change is the planet earth? Aside from the social and economic impact that we humans face, climate change is having, and will
continue to have, a vast impact on the animal kingdom.
So why is a global subject such, as climate change, germane to the continued
research of the Wild Dolphin Project, which is myopic in scope? Answer: 32 years
of scientific data garnered from the longest underwater ongoing marine mammal
study on the planet (ground zero).
In its most recent decade of research, the Wild Dolphin Project has witnessed the
most disruptive change in behavior and habitat of the Atlantic Spotted Dolphins.
This is ever proving of how critical it is that long-term studies of wild animals
remain in tact. I encourage you to support the eﬀorts of organizations like the Wild
Dolphin Project so we can address the challenges of tomorrow with good science.
Don Mader
President, Board of Directors
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Goals and Objectives
Our Non Invasive Approach – “In Their World, On Their Terms”
Wild Dolphin Project uses a unique, non-invasive model to study two communities of
free-ranging dolphins in the Bahamas. WDP emphasizes the importance of observing
and interacting with these animals in a “hands-oﬀ” approach.
This method has gained the trust
of the animals, allowing
researchers to both observe and
document them in their natural
environment. These observations
are carefully and methodically are
recorded into a large database,
which contains over (30) years
(4-generations of dolphins) of data.
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Baseline Work
Life History, Reproduction, and Genetics
Wild Dolphin Project continues the long-term tracking of a community of Atlantic
spotted dolphins and bottlenose dolphins who reside oﬀ the coast of the Bahamas. We
use surface and underwater photography to identify individual dolphins. Every field
season known dolphins are re-identified, new dolphins including calves and immigrants
are identified, and the losses of animals are documented as well. Reproductive and
health status, and social associations, are also monitored every field season.
We collect fecal samples in the water for our
genetic work. Extracting DNA from these samples
illuminates paternity, relatedness of the spotted
dolphins, and potential hybridization between
spotted and bottlenose dolphins. This noninvasive technique has given us enough data to
determine paternity, identify grandfathers in the
community, and assess sexual maturity in males.
This also allows us to verify maternal lines that are
initially based on visual observations of mothers
with calves.
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Distribution and Habitat
In order to identify environmental or climate impacts, WDP continues to monitor habitat and
distribution changes of these resident dolphins. Climate change continues to have large
implications for the conservation of local communities as well as whole populations of
cetaceans. In 2013 a major shift occurred in the communities of dolphins, creating a mass
exodus from their former habitat
WDP has committed to monitoring and
tracking this community as they live in two
diﬀerent locations. We are also exploring
oceanographic features that may have
influenced this move, and how they are
shaping the environment in the Bahamas.
Information about abundance, distribution
and residency of the species present will
greatly aﬀect and improve the conservation
measures that are used on this species.
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Dolphin Communication Work
Correlating Underwater Behavior with Vocalizations
Dolphin communication data are obtained during
dolphin encounters using audio/video recording
devices. The Bahamas was chosen initially because of its
clear and safe waters and accessible dolphins, since in
most parts of the world, researchers simply cannot see
underwater.
It’s important to correlate sounds with behaviors to
understand the dynamics of mating and courtship,
nursing, juvenile aggression, pectoral fin rubbing, crater
feeding, playing and fighting, and interspecies
interactions. Regular observations of social interactions
between the Atlantic spotted and bottlenose dolphins,
two closely related and sympatric species, illuminate
how two neighboring cultures live together. In addition,
we can correlate sound and behavior with age classes,
sexes, and document the process of development of
communication in dolphins.
23

Dolphin Communication Work
Decoding and Deciphering
Because of the digital revolution we are now able to record the ultrasonic sounds of
dolphins, previously inaccessible with old video units. With our underwater video
dataset of acoustic, postural, and visual signals of three generations of dolphins we are
situated to crack the code of dolphin communication. WDP continues to collaborate
with a team at Georgia Tech to develop pattern recognition software designed for
unique pattern discovery in dolphin sounds.
Decoding dolphin vocalizations is also the first
step in many to the ultimate goal of two-way
communication with another species.
Simultaneous with decoding their own
vocalizations, we are engaged in an ambitious
program to develop an underwater acoustic
interface, CHAT, to explore the cognitive
capacities, and communication interest level, in a
two-way communication system.
24
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Education & Conservation
Although WDP is primarily a research organization, we understand the importance of
educating the next generation of guardians and scientists on the planet. We mentor
graduate students in various studies and WDP publishes its work in peer-reviewed
scientific journals. We have also presented our work at national and international
scientific conferences over the decades.
Researchers from WDP also present local,
national, and international lectures to schools,
clubs, and organizations educating the
scientific, public, and private sectors with the
project’s findings regarding the Atlantic
spotted and bottlenose dolphins in the wild.
WDP has a permanent display in the education
center at John D. MacArthur Beach State Park
in North Palm Beach, Florida. Situated
between the Atlantic ocean and the Lake
Worth Lagoon, this park is 438 acres of natural
environments including 22 species of animals
designated as endangered or threatened.
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Education & Conservation
WDP continues the advancement of our internship program, which was initiated in the
summer of 2011. This program is designed to train young students (upper high school
and under graduate level) in the field of marine mammal conservation. Each intern is
fully involved in daily activities including: dolphin watches, photography of dorsal fins
and body marks, in-water observations, photo matching of individuals, and data entry.
In addition, lectures are given throughout the 10-day field course to supplement field
observations.
When not in the Bahamas, WDP engages
in Florida oﬀshore and intracoastal
surveys to help document species
diversity of cetaceans along the southeast
coast of Florida. Acquiring baseline
information about species location and
diversity along our Florida coast will
contribute to our knowledge about how
human impacts may aﬀect dolphins and
our coastal environment oﬀ Florida.
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Student Internship Opportunities
During our summer research season (May – September), internship opportunities are available to
U.S. undergraduates, recent graduates, and high school juniors and seniors, and to overseas students
at the discretion of WDP.
Trips leave on a Tuesday morning and return 10 days later Thursday morning. Students must be
currently registered in a relevant university or high school program and have swimming and
snorkeling skills. High school students or others under age 18 also need written parental permission
as part of their application.
Intern Responsibilities in the Field:
• Conduct daily dolphin watches on the
bridge.
• Assist the Research Assistant in logging data
into our database.
• Assist with in-the-water underwater
photography.
• Assist with processing dolphin photographs
for photo identification.
• Review underwater video and assist WDP
staﬀ with logging individuals and behavior.
www.wilddolphinproject.org/participate/
student-internship-opportunities
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Community Impact & Events
October 2015 Scheller College of Business in Atlanta, Georgia recently hosted an IPAT lecture with Dr.
Denise Herzing and Dr. Thad Starner of Georgia Tech. 100 faculty, students, and general public attended
this lecture and it is available online.
October 2014 Dr. Herzing and a group of interdisciplinary scientists participate in a SETI colloquium to
summarize and discuss a two-way workshop held to explore nonhuman communication research. 12
scientists met for two days. A summary colloquium was given to 100 people and streamed live to a web
audience.
May 2014 Bethany Augliere of the Wild Dolphin Project gave a presentation titled "Wild Dolphin Project"
at the Lighthouse Arts Center School of Art, which provided 60 to 70 kids and parents information about
our project as well as the Atlantic spotted dolphins that we research.
January 2014 Dr. Denise Herzing gave a presentation at the Jupiter Branch Library in Palm Beach
County discussing her book, “Dolphin Diaries: My 25 Years with Spotted Dolphins in the Bahamas” as well
as research being done to develop a means for two-way communication between researchers and
dolphins. 50-60 people attended this presentation
April 2013 The Museum of Science hosts a talk with Dr. Denise Herzing and Rob Shumaker, PhD, vice president of conservation and life
sciences, Indianapolis Zoo, former biologist, curator, and exhibit designer, Smithsonian National Zoo
April 2013 Like SETI radio signal searches, dolphin sound analysis includes the detection, recognition, analysis, and interpretation of
signals. Dolphins use three main types of acoustic signals and many of these sounds have been a challenge to measure and categorize
due to their graded and overlapping nature. The goal of this talk is to provide perspective from dolphin communication studies and
lessons learned about signal detection and recognition.
February 2013 Could we speak the language of dolphins? Dr. Denise Herzing speaks at the 2013 TED conference in Long Beach, CA.
A complete list is available here: www.wilddolphinproject.org/media/events/
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Auditor’s Statement
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Financial Report: Income and Expenses
2015 FY Income
Membership
Dues and
Donations
9%

Research Field
Trips
21%

Fundraising
Events
2%

2015 FY Expenses
Merchandise
Sales / Other
1%

Development
10%

Public Support
Grants
67%

Administrative
14%

Research
76%
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Scientific Publications
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Age classes, color phases, and female reproduction. Marine Mammal Science, 13 (4): 576-595
Herzing, D.L. (1996). Vocalizations and associated underwater behavior of free-ranging Atlantic
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A complete list of all publications available here:
www.wilddolphinproject.org/media/
scientific-publications
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Media
•

National Geographic

•

Ted Talk

•

Boston Museum of Science, Contemplating Creatures

•

BBC Ocean Giants: Deep Thinkers

•

ABC Good Morning America

•

PBS Learning Media: A dolphin’s Return

•

Explore.org: Wild Dolphins

•

In the Wild with Robin Williams

www.wilddolphinproject.org/media/videos-tv-lectures/
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2017 Projections & Goals
WDP is excited to embark on our 33rd year of studying and reporting on the free-ranging Atlantic
spotted and bottlenose dolphins.
2017 brings a new generation of scientists to carry the torch, continuing the mission and vision of
The Wild Dolphin Project’s long term research goals.
This coming season, WDP will increase Florida work, documenting dolphin populations and
environmental data oﬀ our coast. Meanwhile, our current work in the Bahamas, primarily on Little
Bahama Bank and the Great Bahama Bank, will expand to include new field sites.
We welcome intern and field season cook, Ariel Vierheller,
to her new role as research assistant.
WDP will launch an educational program aimed at
enriching the science and environmental conservation
curriculum for local students.
Stay tuned for updates as we venture ever forward by
following our blog here: www.wilddolphinproject.org/
media/blog/and subscribe to our newsletter by
becoming a member
39

Support The Wild Dolphin Project
Become a member As a member of WDP you get a free coﬀee table book from Dr. Denise
Herzing, a newsletter, and first priority when signing up for summer trips
Purchase WDP merchandise WDP oﬀers a variety of t-shirts, mouse pads, books, and more
are all available in our ship’s store
Donate online Set up recurring donations, Paypal
and all major credit cards are accepted, and you can
remain anonymous if you prefer
Corporate and Workplace Giving
Planned / Estate Giving & Stock Donations
Get Creative – Goodsearch, eBay Giving Works, and
Amazon Smile are creative ways to support WDP
Wishlist – In-kind donations of equipment for WDP Oﬃce, Field, and Research Vessel are
graciously accepted
View options and get complete details on our website under the “Donate” tab www.wilddolphinproject.org/donate/
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2016 Annual Report
Prior annual reports are available upon request.
Please email: info@wilddolphinproject.org
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